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After much research i.e. reading recommended literature and many dictations, I have come to the place
in agreement, where as my husband has stated ‘what ever you say, they will still do what ever it is they
want to do’.
In that it would appear that you are all very set in your ways and beliefs, and that it would not matter
in the least that I have not fallen into the standard prole you have determined to label me with. It would
also not seem to matter that you are mistaken on many accounts and that you have erroneously painted me
with the same brush you have painted the others that Mother did righteously chastise. As well, you seem
to have assumed you would also have Mother’s ability to communicate with the Masters or take direction
from El Morya in determining, if someone is actually or not, communicating with the astral, amazing the
contradictions I see here.
“What we have observed is once the valve is opened to the astral plane, the spirits are eager and almost force a
person to continue on giving dictations. No one ever gives just “one” dictation.”
Interesting...though this has not been my experience, in that I do not have nor have I ever had the desire
to give ‘dictations’, I did not have the desire to give this message to the KOF list in the rst place. And the only
attempted contact with me since, that has been from the astral, was from a member of the Church, impersonating
Mother, this person was easily and quickly dispatched. I did this by the methods laid out by Mother and the by
the Masters, which is I always do. Some like the later, are so obviously fake that, (I have been aware of this
type energy since I was a child) and it would be pointless to ‘demand to see their light’ because they have near to
none, that I call to Archangel Michael and Astrea for their binding and judgement.
I have no more a desire to be contacted by anyone astral, in astral body, or even etheric, than I have
the desire to be Thee Messenger, I would rather work cleaning the astral for a life time, than have to deal with
that level of responsibility. Nor have I entered into the ‘enthrall dome’ of the psyche. Which I nd rather the
energy to be rather repulsive, but that is neither here nor there. I also have no interest in attery, or in the
energy of fakeness that is associated with it, and I call people on it when it happens. But I do know when to
take a genuine compliment and thank God for that gift and state, that thereby the ‘grace of God’ I go, knowing
full well where the honor belongs.
I also have no interest in people being interested in what I say, each is to sit under their ‘own vine and g
tree’ and it is only the Will of God that is of interest to me.
In regards to past life issues, I have had recalls of past life also since I was a child of 5. That as well,
does not hold any interest for me either, this ‘gift’ often comes with more responsibility and far from me to
Romanize it in any way. It is something which I constantly steer people away from, and that what is important is
in the now and how one treats others. What it has given me is an acute sense of the cause and effect of actions

or inactions, and peoples inability to see the need for change. In that they do not learn from their mistakes and
often repeat them. But there again, since you seem to know so much better than I, what I do and what I will
continue to do in the future, who am I to question your wisdom in this matter.
‘We sincerely hope that you will reconsider your statement and remember your vows that you made as a
communicant in Church Universal and Triumphant.’
Yes, well that would be the major issue here, I have kindly requested proof of these vows which has
still not been forthcoming. As since I took them in 1986, remembering them word for word is rather difcult,
not to mention is just a tad arrogant in its expectation, be aware of what you ask for, should one ask the
same of all of you?
“When you became a communicant you read many teachings by Mother on what communicants may or may
not do. One thing that Mother was very clear about was that communicants do not take messages or pass
messages from “ascended masters’ to others. Please review the attached message sent to our members on
January 12, 2005.”
As per above I do not have the condence that I could just take your word for it, on this matter. If
you were referring here to the information related via email, containing primarily quotes relating heavily to the
psychic, and sent to the kof-list, there was a statement made that contradicts words of Maitreya, which I believe
was in Lesson 31. I would assume was not Mother’s writing here but a staff member... as well as this error, there
is another, it was Not Eleanor that sent the original email to you, hence the conundrum.
In the future may I suggest a little less focus and projection of someone being inuenced by the astral
(Would that action be witch craft or black magic?) and a little more research on the numerous positive aspects of
being on the path. Progressive Revelation for instance, or ‘greater works yea shall do’, or ‘walking and talking
with the Masters’, or that if the ‘teacher be ant’, etc.
God is the source of your comfort, your intelligence, your enlightenment, your happiness, your fruitfulness, and
your joy!
Let no man take thy crown <26>-and no woman. ....
Beware, then, the vulnerability of the emotional body to respond to the proud talkers and those who would
convince you of their extraordinary psychic abilities or whatever ability that you, in your absence of Selfesteem, actually believe that you do not have.”
Vol. 24 No. 14 - Beloved Archangel Raphael - April 5, 1981
There is also the question of ‘Special Dispensations’ which I am sure you are aware of, and what those
are to be is up to the Great White Brotherhood to decide. Mother even had to ask about the ‘Messages from
Heaven’. Are you all claiming you have this ability as well? Regardless of what Mantles the Ministerial
Council claims to have, they do not in anyway supercede the will of the Great White Brotherhood to choose
to speak through whom they wish, at any point, to create a needed balance in the physical, since Mother is no
longer able to do this. And that was all that messages intent was.
In regards to the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity....from what I have just recently noticed was the
changing of the required reading material as provided in the original booklet set out by Mother and St. Germain,
which I have, and pledge to the Mother of the Flame, which I was unable to nd, and the Pledge to Saint
Germain was considerably altered. It would suggest to me that the presiding Board of Directors, Ministerial
Council or The Elders no longer follow nor respect the word of Mother, the Masters nor the members of the
Great White Brotherhood. This is without a doubt is the most amazing thing I have heard of yet.
The mind set that would profane the intent, purpose or pledge to St. Germain regarding the KOF I nd

most astounding in its arrogance. Therefore it suggests to me that the Keepers of the Flame Fraternity which I
originally pledged to in the physical no longer exists.
I have been recently told that Mother has often said ‘If they knew better, they’d do better.’ I’m of the
opinion that those that are in the present temporary position of running ‘Church Universal and Triumphant’
and The Summit Lighthouse would also be in a position too have actually ‘know better’. Hence thy shall be
the bearers of thine own karma.
“Please know, Renee, that it is not a sin to make a mistake. It is, however, a costly error to continue to afrm
the unreality of taking “messages” because it places the soul in the psychic realm and can cost you much in
terms of light and sponsorship by the Masters.
According to the following text it would appear that the Masters would disagree as well. And have an
interesting view point on those that point out others ‘sins’.
Most men presently in embodiment have been victims, in either the present or the past, of some degree of
personal sin or error of omission or commission. Honest men nd it difcult to speak out as strongly as they
might against the error of those who are performing the same mistakes they themselves have made in the past.
Dishonest men take full advantage of the lofty post of Judge in order to sit in the “seat of the scornful” while
lifting themselves by unjust human imagination to a false position which will one day be righted by the tipping
of the Karmic Scales into balance.
We pray that you reject this error and continue to serve the Masters in ways that are more productive.”
The truly wise leave all Judgment to God and pursue Brotherhood as a Spiritual Ideal, ever holding the concept
of Discipleship and the Ascension into Perfection, while keeping the door to true Brotherhood open. Such
as these compassionately recognize all men as climbing step by step the rungs of the ladder of attainment
and, although they may dwell temporarily upon the different heights to which they have attained, the wise
foretell the Day of their ultimate Victory above the stages and steps of all human concepts and hold for their
brother-pilgrims the Immaculate Concept of Perfect Christ Discrimination.
Vol. 6 No. 7 - Beloved El Morya & Mother Mary - February 15, 1963
Thus God, in His innite mercy, gives to those who have the greatest debt the greatest opportunity; and if
they reject that opportunity, then it is passed on to the children of the Light who, as far as their soul history is
concerned, do not have the ancient experience and the cycles of evolution that these laggard souls have. For
they have only recently come from octaves of Light to evolve upon the planetary home.
Vol. 17 No. 5 - Beloved Great Divine Director - February 3, 1974
It would not be hard not to say or imagine that those that have had the blessing to have worked in the
physical presence of our Guru daily have had the very most greatest of opportunities, given to anyone on this
planet. Whether it be a gift or opportunity to clean the greatest of debts is only know by the individual soul,
Mother and God. May you judge yourselves accordingly.
Finally let it also be known, as it gives me great pain to do so, that for the preservation of the teachings
for future generations, that have been given forth by our Guru, Mark, the Master’s and the Great White
Brotherhood. I have petitioned the Great White Brotherhood to remove from the Book of Life all those that
have Willingly and Knowingly participated in the altering of the these teaching in any way, including, vows or
pledges given forth by the Masters to their Chelas.
“Let it be, then, that by the authority of my Sacred Heart in the messenger- transferred to ye all, measure for
measure, as your heart is able to receive it-you will cast out devils <9> from the earth! You will stand for the
binding of the fallen ones! You will stand for the acceleration of their judgment! And therefore, what has been

done by God in heaven will be done on earth by the ratication of the saints!
Vol. 25 No. 16 - Beloved Jesus Christ - April 18, 1982
These are they whose names are found written in the Book of Life, <26> for the records of their good karma
recorded in their own Causal Bodies bear witness to their right to immortality. But those whose names are not
written in the Book of Life are those who have nothing to show forth for the opportunity of Life that was given
to them. And these are they who are cast into the lake of re. <27>
Vol. 16 No. 15 - Beloved Saint Germain - April 15, 1973
Sincerely
Reneé
cc Reverend Eleanor Rosenzweig

